
 

 

 

 

Q.-1 (A) Answer the questions choosing correct answer. ( 5) 

 (1) Which  festival is celebrated in monsoon?  

  (A) Uttarayan     (B) Holi                 (C) Christmas        (D) Janmashtami  

 (2) Where do ships sail?  

  (A) on the rivers (B) on the wells (C) on the ponds  (D) on the sea  

 (3) What did Motu give to Chhotu?  

  (A) shirt                 (B) tie                  (C) suit                    (D) shoes  
 (4) When do we celebrate World Environment Day?  

  (A)5th September  (B)2nd October   (C)1st May        (D)5th June  

 (5) Which of the following fruits do we  eat  during summer?  

  (A) apples            (B) mangoes       (C) water melon   (D) B and C  

    
Q-2  Read the paragraph and answer the questions ( 5 ) 
          Once there was an elephant. People called him Motu. He had a friend.  

He was a rat. His name was Chhotu. Both Chhotu and Motu loved 
swinmming. 
             One day Motu walked to the river. He entered the water. He 
enjoyed swimming for a long time. Then Chhotu also arrived there. He 
looked at  Motu and shouted, "Motu, come out for a minute." Motu 
answered, "Don't disturb me.I will not come out. Let me swim." 

 

    

  Questions:  

 (1) What did people call an elephant ?  
 (2) What did Motu and chotu love ?  
 (3) He moved into the water.(Find out the similar word from the the 

paragraph) 
 

 (4) What did Chhotu shout ?  

 (5) "Don't disturb me.I will not come out."who said this sentence ?  
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Q-3 (A) Read the paragraph given below and separate the sentences. (3) 
               I am planting a mango tree. I helped my mother to make a cake. I 

am sowing the seeds. I am watering the plants. My mother prepared 
lemon juice for me. My grandmother also drank lemon juice. 

 

  Now:  
  Before:  
    
 (B) Who says the following sentences? Write 'C'for Chhotu, 'M'for 

Motu,'CM'for Motu and Chhotu. 
(2) 

 (1) "I am a big animal."  
 (2) "I have a tail."  
    
Q-4 (A) Read the sentence and write down which Day indicates. (3) 

 (1) We watch the children's film.  
 (2) Students played teachers role.  
 (3)  We collected photographs and information about Dr Ambedkar.  
    
 (B) 1 Give two useful things which we use in summer. (1) 
  2 Give two names of vegetables which we eat in winter. (1) 

    

Q-5 (A) Write  'before' or 'now' for given sentences. (3) 

 (1) We are writing question answer.  
 (2) Ravi drew a beautiful picture.  
 (3) Arjun worked hard for the test.  

    
 (B) Complete the words with 'ter', 'er' and 'or' (2) 
           (1) danc_____                               (2) tract_____  
           (3) teach _____                            (4) pain______  
    
    
    

 


